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Eden Rock – St Barths reveals its brand new two suites
Both entirely new, the Jane and the Pippa Suites are built high on the legendary Rock
and all sited centrally on the fabulous beach of St Jean.
The Signature Suite ‘Jane’
Was designed from the notion of ‘a Superyacht on Land’.
That is, it doesn’t rock and roll like a yacht [“not too everyone’s taste”] but nevertheless
remains fully surrounded by the ocean it looks down onto.
The new Suite Jane is built high on the Rock with private terraces looking across the
most breathtaking views of reefs and coral sand and the lovely and lively Beach of St
Jean. Interiors are elegant and hopefully a little unconventional. Walls are in superb
wood panelling showcasing both fabulously skilled French handmade cabinet making,
plus some local island artisanal workmanship too. The furniture features striking mix’s
of colours and textures whilst the ceiling materials are various and in natural tones.
The extra-large super bed offers exquisite views over the coral sand beach and the
island of St Barths beyond.
A stunning ensuite bathroom beckons close by in delicate rare pink marble and it’s
lovely detailing.
Furthermore, well bound books to art preside.
The Jane includes a delightful little garden terrace and jacuzzi pool... a perfect space
for the enjoyment of a glass of something chilled, sometime after-dark.
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The Signature Suite ‘Pippa’
Designed from the notion “a Superyacht on Land”… Pippa Suite is an ultraluxe cabin on
a world class superyacht but one which doesn’t roll around yet still is surrounded by the
beautiful turquoise colored ocean it has the joy of looking down upon.
Atop the legendary rock at Eden, the newly built Suite is sited centrally on the fabulous
beach of St Jean offering unparalleled views of the bay, the reefs, and the island and
it’s surrounding ocean. The Pippa is an enchanting duplex single -bedroom featuring
cabinet making craftmanship and curved walls of elegant and precious wood. The work
was accomplished by Champs in Normandy.
The huge and handmade bed affords ocean contemplation… and this whilst the
stunning ensuite double shower bathroom nearby reveals itself to be made of precious
pink marble … and so very much more.
In particular, this perfectly lovely Suite features a rare and hard to fabricate wooden
tubed spiral staircase dropping down through the bedroom floor to its second level
terrace sun deck below. This complete with a heated cave pool chipped back into the
very rock and finally all is partnered with a peaceful place of meditation or introspection
or even a little yoga or pilates…
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